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Software Cost Estimation (SCE) is one of the research priorities and challenges in
the construction of cyber-physical-social systems (CPSSs). In CPSS, it is urge to
process environmental and social information accurately and use it to guide
social practice. Thus, in response to the problems of low prediction accuracy,
poor robustness, and poor interpretability in SCE, this paper proposes a SCE
model based on Autoencoder and Random Forest. First, preprocess the project
data, remove outliers, and build regression trees to fill in missing attributes in the
data. Second, construct a Autoencoder to reduce the dimensionality of factors
that affect software cost. Subsequently, the performance of the model was
trained and validated using the XGBoost framework on three datasets:
COCOMO81, Albrecht, and Desharnais, and compared with common cost
prediction models. The experimental results show that the MMRE, MdMRE,
and PRED (0.25) values of the proposed model on the COCOMO81 dataset
reached 0.21, 0.16, and 0.71, respectively. Compared with other models, the
proposed model achieved significant improvements in accuracy and robustness.
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1 Introduction

In the era of big data, the new paradigm of computer-based platforms and people-
oriented approaches has gradually demonstrated its strong vitality and potential value,
triggering a new form of research on complex system modeling, analysis, control, and
management, which is known as cyber-physical-social systems (CPSSs). One of the
main issues in CPSS research is how to use data as a guide and construct accurate
models to regulate social relationships between people, which is also an important issue
in software engineering research. As a part of software engineering, Software Cost
Estimation (SCE) not only needs to collect and analyze multi-dimensional information
about software development needs, but also needs to consider the team’s collaborative
ability and personnel management costs [1–4]. The predicted results generated through
computer algorithms will provide managers with unprecedented efficient management
capabilities and improve the team’s resource allocation efficiency, building an efficient
communication bridge between engineering development and personnel management,
thus improving the quality of software development and reducing the risk of research
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and development failure. Therefore, how to accurately predict the
costs of software development has been one of the most
important topics studied in software engineering in recent
years [5, 6].

However, in practical applications, due to the large number
of indicators used for project evaluation and unclear functional
requirements in the early stages of development, managers can
hardly accurately predict the cost of software development in
most cases, resulting in erroneous decisions and unnecessary
losses for the company. In addition, with the continuous
development of software development technology, object-
oriented programming has become the dominant paradigm of
software development. Object-oriented design principles such as
the single responsibility principle, low coupling, and high
cohesion also increase the difficulty of cost estimation [7].
The long development cycle of large-scale software
engineering, the significant differences between different
projects, and the limited availability of previous project data
for cost evaluation hinder the feature learning and data fitting of
the constructed model, further limiting the accuracy of
the results.

In the process of software development, many cost estimation
tasks are completed manually by managers. However, with the
expansion of software engineering, the difficulty of implementing
this method and the accuracy of the results are unsatisfactory.
Therefore, many studies have proposed more automated and
intelligent techniques to complete this task. Esteve and Aparicio
[8] used the ID3 algorithm to generate a large number of decision
trees to classify software modules with high development intensity.
In [9], the author studied the application of fuzzy ID3 decision tree.
This method is designed by combining the concepts of
ID3 algorithm and fuzzy set theory, and uses MMRE and Pred
as the criteria for measuring prediction accuracy. The above
algorithms all use weak classifiers or regressors to generate
prediction models. Although the convergence speed of the
models are fast, due to the large differences in mathematical
features between different projects, the robustness of the models
are poor, making them difficult to obtain reliable prediction results
[10, 11]. While deep learning based methods can explore the
potential correlations between various attributes better, they
require a large amount of data to train the weights of neural
networks. Considering the small size of the dataset used in SCE, the
model obtained by this method cannot converge well, resulting in
low prediction accuracy [12].

To improve the problem of low prediction accuracy and
insufficient model robustness in SCE, this paper proposes a
SCE model based on Autoencoder and Random Forest. By
using neural networks to non-linearly recombine some
attributes, various factors that affect software cost are
comprehensively reflected from different perspectives,
making the new attributes have stronger interpretability and
reduce the losses in the final prediction results due to
deviations in some attribute values. At the same time, using
the Random Forest model to achieve SCE avoids the problem of
low model accuracy caused by insufficient data sets, resulting in
a model with strong generalization and robustness, which can
achieve more reliable prediction results in practical
applications.

2 Theory and methods

2.1 Dimensionality reduction

Usually, several attributes are used to describe different
characteristics of the projects from multiple dimensions in SCE.
Richer dimensional information can more comprehensively
characterize the cost of a project and improve the accuracy of
predictions, but to some extent it also increases the difficulty of
data collection, making the prediction results vulnerable to noise
[13]. In addition, there may be strong correlations among attributes,
resulting in certain attributes affecting the result of prediction
together from a single dimension, reducing the robustness and
interpretability of the model. To solve this problem, we will use
dimensionality reduction method on the original data, reorganizing
some variables with complex relationships into a few comprehensive
factors, so that the recombined factors can reflect the cost of software
development from different perspectives, avoiding the problem of
low model accuracy caused by large estimation bias of
single attribute.

Principal Component Analysis and Factor Analysis methods
have been widely applied in the field of software engineering [14,
15]. However, as linear dimensionality reduction methods, they
often fail to achieve good dimensionality reduction effects in
scenarios where complex data and high data structure
preservation requirements are present. In recent years, with the
widespread application of artificial neural networks in the field of
data dimensionality reduction [16, 17], Autoencoder, as a nonlinear
dimensionality reduction method, can more accurately identify and
reorganize data attributes, fully explore the potential correlations
between data, and has strong anti-interference ability for noise in
data, which is suitable for dimensionality reduction of data in
software engineering [18, 19]. The Autoencoder used for
dimensionality reduction only contains the encoding part, which
consists of an input layer, several hidden layers, and an output layer.
Its structure is shown in Figure 1. In the encoder, input data is passed
through a series of hidden layers for transformation and mapping to
the output layer. Each hidden layer consists of multiple neurons,
each of which is connected to neurons in the previous layer and

FIGURE 1
Structure of the Autoencoder uesd for dimensionality reduction.
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undergoes nonlinear transformation through an activation function.
The goal of the encoder is to learn an encoding function that maps
input data to a low-dimensional representation in the encoding
layer. This encoding process is usually achieved through
optimization methods such as backpropagation and gradient
descent. By adjusting the network’s weights and biases, the
encoder gradually learns a set of features that can effectively
represent the input data. The training process of Autoencoder
usually uses unsupervised learning methods, which only use the
input data itself without requiring label information. This allows
Autoencoder to be trained on unlabeled data, thereby better
adapting to the complex data distribution in software engineering.

2.2 Random forest model

At present, existing prediction models mainly include methods
based on the function point method and neural network-based
methods. The prediction results of the former are more subjective
and have lower prediction accuracy, because in the early stages of a
project, there is usually only a user requirement document, lacking
a complete software system specification document. Neural
network-based evaluation methods require a large amount of
sample data to train the neural network, but historical SCE data
is often limited, resulting in models that cannot converge to good
results. In addition, the poor interpretability of deep learning
models is not conducive to evaluating the quality and stability
of the model. To achieve the desired prediction accuracy and
convergence speed, we used a Random Forest model to implement
the task. Considering that historical data is often limited in
practical applications, we adopted the XGBoost algorithm
framework to build the model to accelerate the model’s
convergence process.

The XGBoost algorithm [20] uses second-order Taylor
expansion to calculate the loss function, adds a regularization
term to the GBDT objective function, and uses first and second-
order derivatives to approximate the objective function. This
approach simplifies the model and effectively reducing the risk of
overfitting. The objective function of XGBoost consists of two parts:
the loss function and the regularization term:

L ϕ( ) � ∑n
i�1
l ŷi, yi( ) +∑K

k�1
Ω fk( )

Where i represents the i th sample in the dataset, n is the total
number of samples, and k represents the k th regression tree.
l(ŷi, yi) represents a traditional differentiable convex loss
function, which measures the difference between the true label
and the predicted label. Ω(fk) is a regularization term that helps
smooth learning weights and avoid overfitting the model. Its
calculation formula is as follows:

Ω f( ) � γT + 1
2
λ w‖ ‖2

γ and λ are the regularization parameters, w is the weight vector of
the leaf node. When the regularization parameter is set to zero, it
becomes a traditional gradient boosting tree.

Since all CART trees are binary trees, the difference between the
objective function and the structural score after branching in the
algorithm can be measured using the following formula:

Gain � 1
2

G2
L

HL + λ
+ G2

R

HR + λ
[ − GL + GR( )2

HL +HR + λ
] − γ

γ is a punishment item. GL andHL are calculated from the left child
node, GR and HR are calculated from the right child node. (GL +
GR) and (HL +HR) are calculated through intermediate nodes.

As a tree model, XGBoost simplifies the modeling process while
preserving as much original data information as possible. This
algorithm performs well in regression tasks, with higher fitting
accuracy, robustness, and generalization ability than other
traditional machine learning regression algorithms, and is widely
used in data prediction tasks. Therefore, in the practical application
of SCE, even with fewer training samples, a model with high
prediction accuracy can still be obtained from XGBoost algorithm.

3 Model building strategy based
on XGBoost

3.1 Framework of the model

Figure 2 shows the framework of the SCEmodel proposed in this
article, including data preprocessing, XGBoost-based prediction
model training, cost prediction, and prediction result analysis
stages. The specific process is as follows:

FIGURE 2
Framework of our SCE model.
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1) Project data preprocessing stage. Clean the data, remove
abnormal values from the data, and fill in missing
attributes; The Autoencoder is used to reduce the
dimensionality of the cleaned data and eliminate redundant
information in the dataset. Finally, normalize the data to unify
the dimensions of different features.

2) Model training stage. Use the preprocessed data to train the
XGBoost Random Forest model. After training reaches the
maximum iteration number, the optimal prediction model
is output.

3) Software cost prediction stage. Input the data to be evaluated
into the model to generate the predicted cost value.

4) Prediction result analysis stage. Determine whether the error
of the prediction result is within an acceptable range, convert
the numerical value of the result to different levels, and use the
results in subsequent software development evaluations.

3.2 Data preprocessing

In practical applications, some data attributes used for software
cost evaluation may have missing values or significant deviations
from the true values, which can affect the accuracy of the prediction
results. To solve this problem, we use the box plot method to remove
outliers from the data to avoid the impact of extreme values on the
prediction results. Then for all missing values, we use a linear
regression tree model to fill them in. Specifically, we select an
attribute with missing values as the dependent variable and other
attributes as the independent variables to construct a regression tree
model. We use the constructed regression tree model to predict the
values of missing values, and repeat this step until all missing values
are filled.

Then, the Autoencoder is used to reduce the dimensionality of
the cleaned data. By using neural networks to transform high-
dimensional data into a new low-dimensional coordinate system,
the purpose of eliminating redundant information in the data is
achieved. If the reduced-dimensional data has too many factors, it

will make the model more susceptible to noise and reduce its
robustness. On the other hand, having too few factors will lead
to a low expression rate of the data and prevent the effective
extraction of potential information from the original data.
Therefore, we determined the optimal number of factors based
on the scree plot in factor analysis and the practical significance
of SCE, and the final reduced-dimensional data contained six
dimensions, as shown in Figure 3.

3.3 Model training

After completing data preprocessing, each data sample will
consist of six independent variables and one dependent variable,
which is the actual cost value. Predicting the cost of software is
essentially finding the mapping relationship between independent
variables and dependent variables. To enhance the accuracy and
robustness of the model, we will construct several linear regression
trees and use gbtree as a booster to construct a Random Forest
model. First, shuffle the dataset and split it into a training set and a
testing set. Then, generate the optimal model using the training
dataset. The specific algorithm is shown in Table 1. After generating
the model, the test dataset will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the model. By comparing the gap between the true value and the
model’s estimated value, it can be determined whether the model has
overfitting and whether the prediction error is within an
acceptable range.

3.4 Model prediction

After the training of the Random Forest model based on
XGBoost, a mapping relationship between factors that affect
software cost and the value of that is established, thus providing
the ability to assess future software engineering cost. The relevant
attributes of the new software engineering project are passed into the
model, and after data cleaning and filling, dimensionality reduction
and normalization, a column vector with 6 factors is obtained. By
inputting it into the trained Random Forest model, the predicted
cost value can be obtained.

3.5 Result postprocessing

In order to use the obtained prediction results to guide the actual
software development work, we also need to further analyze and
process the results. In practical software development, in order to
reduce the risk of project failure caused by excessive deviation in cost
estimation, it is necessary to further provide a confidence interval for
the prediction results, with a confidence level generally taken as 0.80.
If the confidence interval is too large, it indicates that the reliability
of the results obtained by using this model to predict is poor, and
other methods should be used for prediction. If the confidence
interval size is within a reasonable range, it indicates that the model’s
prediction effect is good. At this point, in order to highlight the
practical significance of the prediction effect, the specific numerical
value can be converted into five levels (very low, low, moderate, high,
very high) to represent different cost extents. Finally, the prediction

FIGURE 3
Scree plot uesd to determine the number of dimensions.
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results will be handed over to the project managers to guide the
subsequent software development work.

4 Results and analysis

4.1 Dataset introduction and preprocessing

To verify the effectiveness of the model on different datasets, we
will use three different datasets to test the accuracy of the model,
namely, COCOMO81, Albrecht, and Desharnais. The

COCOMO81 dataset [21] is one of the most popular datasets for
SCE, containing data from 63 projects. Each project contains
17 attributes, 15 of which are independent variables and 2 of
which are actual cost sizes. The Albrecht dataset contains data
from 24 projects implemented by the IBM DP Services
organization. These data include the count of four types of
external input/output elements of the entire software application,
the number of Source Lines Of Code (SLOC) including annotations,
and the number of functional points per project; The Desharnais
dataset consists of data from 81 software projects at a Canadian
software company. These 81 projects are subdivided into 46 projects

TABLE 1 Model training algorithm steps based on XGBoost.

Training algorithm for SCE model based on XGBoost

Input Training dataset Φ � (X1 , y1), (X2 , y2), . . . , (Xm , ym){ }.
Initialize weights W, bias b, learning rate lr and hyperparameters such as the number of Random Forest trees
and the maximum depth of each tree

Output The Random Forest model with the best prediction accuracy

Dependency Loss function Loss

while the preset number of iterations has not been reached do
Feed the training dataset into the model and generate output values
Compare the output value with the actual value and calculate the error E;
Calculate the partial derivative of the weight W and bias b for errors respectively
Update weight W and bias b by using the following formula: W → W − lr × ∂E

∂W, b → b − lr × ∂E
∂b

end

Output model

FIGURE 4
Covariance thermogram of various attributes in the COCOMO81 dataset.
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in traditional environments, 25 projects that “improve” traditional
environments, and 10 projects in micro-environments based on
their technical environments. It is one of the most classic datasets
that can be used for SCE.

The preprocessing of the three datasets includes outlier removal,
missing value filling, data dimensionality reduction, and
normalization. After analysis using the box plot method,
7 attribute values from COCOMO81, 3 attribute values from
Albrecht, and 4 attribute values from Desharnais were
eliminated. Then, linear regression tree models were built on the
three datasets to predict the removed outliers and original missing
values. Then, a correlation analysis was conducted on the datasets, as
shown in Figure 4. There was a strong data correlation between the
attributes of the three datasets, making it suitable for using
Autoencoder for data dimensionality reduction. The hidden layer
of the Autoencoder contains three fully connected layers. The first
layer contains 20 neurons, the second layer contains 30 neurons, and
the third layer contains 10 neurons. The activation function after
each layer uses ReLu, and the output layer contains 6 neurons,
meaning that the output data contains six dimensions. Finally, the
dimension-reduced data is normalized using the Sigmoid function.

4.2 Model training

To ensure that the model can fully converge, we divide the
dataset into a training set and a testing set, with the training set
accounting for 90% and the testing set accounting for 10%. For the
training set data, we use the XGBoost distributed gradient boosting
framework to train the model. In order to determine the parameters
that can generate the best Random Forest, this experiment uses the
method of adjusting hyperparameters rather than theoretical
analysis. During the hyperparameter tuning process, different
parameter value combinations are used to establish Random
Forest models. Then, the parameters that generate the best
predictive model are considered to be the most appropriate

hyperparameters for that model. The hyperparameters obtained
for each model are shown in Table 2.

4.3 Evaluation criteria in SCE

This article will use three indicators, MMRE, MdMRE, and
PRED to evaluate the model [22]. The calculation methods and their
meanings of each indicator are shown in Table 3, all of which are
based on the Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE):

MRE � act − est| |
act

Where act represents the actual software cost and est represents
the software cost predicted by the model.

4.4 Evaluation and discussion

The performance of the model trained by using the Autoencoder
and Random Forest methods on the three test sets is shown in
Table 4. As can be seen from the results, the difference between the
MMRE and MdMRE indicators for different data sets is quite small,
indicating that the prediction results are relatively stable, with no
individual prediction result showing significant deviation from the
true values. Although Albrecht’s training set only contains
21 training samples, the model still has high prediction accuracy
on this dataset, which also indicates that the random forest model
has a high convergence rate and can obtain accurate prediction
results when there is insufficient historical software evaluation data.
The performance of the model on the Desharnais dataset is lower
than the previous two models, mainly due to the presence of some
missing values in the data. The attributes after filling in the data
using regression trees still have some differences from the true
values, which reduces the accuracy of the model prediction to
some extent.

TABLE 2 Performance of the model on different datasets.

Dataset Maximum depth Tree number Learning rate

COCOMO81 8 10 0.1

Albrecht 8 6 0.1

Desharnais 7 5 0.1

TABLE 3 Model evaluation indicators and their meanings.

Evaluation Criteria Description

MMRE � 1
n∑

n

i�1
MREi

Mean MRE (Mean MRE, MMRE) is one of the most commonly used model prediction criteria

MdMRE � Median(MRE) Median MRE (Median MRE, MdMRE) is often used in conjunction with MMRE to measure the
degree of dispersion of prediction results. MdMRE is not sensitive to outliers and can more
accurately reflect the overall distribution of data

PRED x( ) � 1
n × ∑n

i�1

1,MREi ≤ x
0, otherwise

{ Where n denotes the total number of projects and k denotes the number of projects whose MRE is
less than or equal to x. normally, x is set to be 0.25
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The prediction results on three datasets show that the SCE
method using a combination of Autoencoder and Random Forest
has strong generalization ability, and can still better fit the results in
different engineering projects. The Autoencoder can identify a small
number of independent common factors that govern the
relationships between multiple attributes, and predict the state of
the common factors by establishing a quantitative relationship
between the common factors and the original variables. This can
help discover some objective regularity between different software
engineering projects, and thus abstract a common model for
evaluating the size of software costs. At the same time, the
Random Forest composed of several regression trees can clearly
demonstrate the process of model prediction, as shown in Figure 5,
which enhances the interpretability of the model and provides a
reliable basis for subsequent management to analyze project costs.

To further compare the performance differences of different
SCEmodels, Table 5 lists the performance of the three models on the
COCOMO81 dataset. As can be seen from the table, deep learning-
based algorithms such as HACO-BA performed poorly, mainly due
to insufficient training data sets resulting in underfitting of the
model. Compared to other algorithms, the model proposed in this
article has a lower MdMRE value and a higher PRED value,

indicating that the model has good consistency in prediction
results across different project data, stable model performance,
and high prediction accuracy. The cost evaluation in practical
software engineering is mainly aimed at reducing development
risks and promoting the rational allocation of resources, so the
robustness of the prediction model is even more important.
Comprehensively evaluated by various indicators, the model
proposed in this article based on Autoencoder and Random
Forest has better performance.

In subsequent engineering analysis, factor analysis methods can
be used to draw radar charts to further analyze the factors that affect
the size of software cost, and rational allocation of resources can be
used to make up for development shortcomings, thereby
accelerating the software development process. We combine the
scree plot method and practical significance of SCE to
comprehensively determine the optimal number of factors. When
the number of factors is 6, the eigenvalue of the matrix reaches the
inflection point, and the expression rate of these factors reaches 81%.
Therefore, the number of factors after dimensionality reduction is
determined to be 6. By looking at the contribution rates of the
original attributes to each factor, we named the six factors according
to their practical significance. The radar chart of common factors

TABLE 4 Performance of the model on different datasets.

Dataset MMRE MdMRE PRED(0.25)

COCOMO81 0.21 0.16 0.71

Albrecht 0.37 0.36 0.33

Desharnais 0.38 0.37 0.22

FIGURE 5
Visualization of decision tree prediction process.

TABLE 5 Performance of different models on the COCOMO81 dataset.

Model MMRE MdMRE PRED(0.25)

HACO-BA 3.47 4.47 0.06

PSO-FLANN 0.38 0.33 0.43

Ours 0.21 0.16 0.71
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after dimensionality reduction of a data sample is shown in Figure 6.
It can be seen from the figure that the development environment of
the project is relatively simple, and the R&D personnel have strong
abilities. However, the software performance requirements and data
scale are high, and the team’s collaboration ability is poor. Team
managers should strengthen team communication and
collaboration, and focus on algorithm design to reduce the spatial
and temporal complexity of software, thereby achieving a
multiplier effect.

5 Conclusion

In order to adapt to the issue of comprehensive processing of
social information and use it to improve production efficiency in
CPSS, this paper proposes a novel SCE model based on
Autoencoders and Random Forest, and evaluates its feasibility
and performance through theoretical and experimental analysis.
This article first introduces the improvement of Autoencoder and
Random Forest algorithms on model accuracy and robustness, and
analyzes the advantages of these two methods compared to
traditional methods and neural network algorithms. Then, the
overall framework and algorithm flow of the model are
introduced, which are divided into four stages: data
preprocessing, model training, cost prediction and result analysis.
Finally, the performance of the model on three datasets,
COCOMO81, Albrecht, and Desharnais, is introduced, and it is
compared with common SCE algorithms to analyze the advantages
and disadvantages of different algorithms. Compared with other
algorithms, the proposed algorithm model has better accuracy and
astringency, and can better complete the cost prediction task in
practical software engineering.

At present, there is still much room for improvement in the
evaluation models based on Autoencoder and Random Forest, such
as low accuracy on datasets with ordinal attributes and significant
influence by dataset on model accuracy. Future work should focus

more on data processing and data imbalance issues to further
improve the performance of the model.
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Radar chart of common factors for a project.
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